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Affordable Care Act Rulemaking Tracker
Navigating the 961 pages that make up the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act as
amended by the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010? You need lots of
time and patience.
Trying to keep pace with federal agencies’ implementation of these Acts? For those who need
to keep up with the torrent of rulemaking generated by the passage of the Affordable Care
Act, the Lexis® Securities Mosaic® service offers the most comprehensive such tool available.
This flexible tool gives you the power to:
• Find rulemaking by corresponding reference within
the Affordable Care Act itself (Title, and Section if
applicable).
• Further specify by action type (final rule, proposed
rule, study, etc.), agency, or topic (current list below).
• Limit by date or date range for the following:
– Release date
– Comment period end date
– Effective date
– Compliance date
From the Tracker page, you can click into the text
of the rulemaking release, as well as related public
comments. You can also link directly to corresponding
reference within the Affordable Care Act itself. Or set
up a daily rulemaking email alert, with optional filtering
by agency, as well as by any of the topics on the right.

Current list of topics
Accountable Care
Organizations
Agency Administration
Budget & Program Planning
Consumer Assistance &
Protection
Employers
Exchanges
Individual Mandate
Innovation
Insurers

Medicare
Prescription Drugs
Prevention & Wellness
Qualified Health Plans
Quality & Efficiency
Special Populations
States
Tax & Revenue Provisions
Tax Credits & Premium
Subsidies

Long-term Care

Transparency & Program
Integrity

Market Reform

Workforce

Medicaid & CHIP

Contact us to learn more.
1-866-650-3600
LSMSupport@lexisnexis.com

Lexis® Securities Mosaic®

Unprecedented current awareness
and expert analysis
This foundation of primary source material is
complemented by the Lexis Securities Mosaic suite of
current awareness and guidance resources.
First and foremost, we offer one of the world’s broadest
and deepest repositories of expert legal commentary
on the Affordable Care Act. The Law Firm Memos
database, which contains almost 100,000 memos
overall, also features over 1,100 memos (and
counting) specific to the Act.
Our law firm memos—by the nation’s top law firms—
are updated every day. You can even sign up for a
customizable daily email alert to get the latest expert
analysis on the Affordable Care Act or related topics of
your choice.

Trust the experts
Since 2002, Lexis Securities Mosaic has built its reputation
applying advanced search technology to the mountains
of data that characterize highly regulated industries.
From day one, our mission has been to take information
that is hard to find (or easy to miss) and render it
accessible and transparent.
We serve numerous Fortune 500® companies, major
regulatory bodies and educational institutions, some of
the world’s most prominent global financial institutions,
commercial banks, investment and accounting firms,
and most of the largest North American law firms.

Not yet a subscriber?
Just call or email us via the contact information below.

The Lexis Securities Mosaic platform also offers:
• Searchable materials from the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, including its Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services, on our Laws, Rules,
and Agency Materials search page.
• Daily commentary from the industry’s most influential
bloggers via our Blogwatch.
• Links to the most relevant world press articles,
handpicked by our editorial staff.
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